INTRODUCTION {#s1}
============

The clinical use of DNA sequencing has steadily increased as the price point declines, test options expand, and turnaround times decrease. However, for the sequenced genome to be of any clinical use, we must understand the function of genes and the impact of variants in relation to human diseases---the challenge of interpreting the genome. Curation of the human genome is a time-consuming process that relies on information about genes and variants extracted from a variety of diverse unstructured sources---published literature, collections of laboratory clinical data, disease-specific groups, and databases of functional experiments---to generate a clinical variant interpretation as specified in the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics/Association of Molecular Pathology (ACMG/AMP) guidelines ([@MCS004739RITC17]). This special issue emphasizes the utility of curation and variant interpretation of both somatic and germline variants associated with childhood cancer. We briefly describe here the efforts within The Clinical Genome Resource (ClinGen) to increase the availability of expert-curated knowledge relevant to hereditary and somatic cancers. As pediatric cancers are often at the interface of hereditary genetics and somatic tumor variants, variant interpretation in these complex cases can greatly benefit from an approach that organizes expert-level insight.

ClinGen (clinicalgenome.org) is a multi-institutional effort to standardize gene and variant curation, advance the utility of genomics in medicine, and develop and standardize the process by which genomic variants are interpreted by highly qualified individuals in science and medicine ([@MCS004739RITC16]). To focus curation and standardization efforts on realms most in need of clarification, ClinGen gene and variant curation is currently organized into eight Clinical Domain Working Groups (CDWG): Cardiovascular, Hearing Loss, Hemostasis/Thrombosis, Hereditary Cancer, Inborn Errors of Metabolism, Neurodevelopmental, Neuromuscular, and RASopathies. Each CDWG oversees multiple Gene or Variant Curation Expert Panels (GCEPs or VCEPs) performing curation activities on gene sets and diseases within the domain umbrella ([@MCS004739RITC19]). In a coordinated effort with the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), ClinGen is the first FDA-recognized genetic variant information source. Per the FDA\'s guidance document, *Use of Public Human Genetic Variant Databases to Support Clinical Validity for Genetic and Genomic-Based In Vitro Diagnostics*, the FDA recognized that the ClinGen variant curation expert panel variant classification process provided "reasonable assurance that the variant assertions made were accurate and could be used as a source of valid scientific evidence in support of clinical validity of genetic and genomic-based tests in regulatory submissions" (<https://www.fda.gov/media/119313/download>). The process by which VCEPs form, curate, submit interpreted variants, and regularly update these classifications was developed in communication with the FDA to create a standardized and transparent mechanism for ensuring curation quality, history, and fidelity ([@MCS004739RITC14]).

There are several additional ClinGen working groups that serve in guidance roles for interpretation efforts. The Sequence Variant Interpretation Working Group (SVI) has provided guidance for implementation of ACMG/AMP evidence codes as well as features that may benefit from modification based on gene specificity ([@MCS004739RITC17]; [@MCS004739RITC1]). The SVI serves as a governing body to review and approve VCEP gene-specific criteria, which ultimately provide precise and nuanced information to aid and improve variant interpretations. The Clinical Domain Oversight Committee confers final approval prior to publication and submission of classified variants by the ClinGen VCEP to ClinVar, a public variant database hosted by the National Library of Medicine ([@MCS004739RITC8]).

HEREDITARY CANCER IN THE CLINICAL GENOME RESOURCE {#s2}
=================================================

Although ClinGen is largely focused on Mendelian conditions, there is a sizable effort in curating cancer susceptibility genes and variants, as well as those involved in somatic variation ([Fig. 1](#MCS004739RITF1){ref-type="fig"}). The Hereditary Cancer CDWG identified the initial genes to develop hereditary cancer VCEPs through a needs assessment presented by Rivera-Muñoz at the 2016 ACMG Annual Meeting. The assessment prioritized hereditary cancer genes without existing variant curation efforts (i.e., Evidence-based Network for the Interpretation of Germline Mutant Alleles \[ENIGMA\] for *BRCA1/BRCA2* and International Society for Gastrointestinal Hereditary Tumors \[InSiGHT\] for mismatch repair genes), estimated cancer risk associated with pathogenic variants from literature review, ranked the number of conflicting and uncertain variants in ClinVar, prioritized genes included on the ACMG Secondary Findings list, and assessed the presence on hereditary cancer sequencing panels among seven large clinical sequencing laboratories ([@MCS004739RITC6]). This process identified genes, including *CDH1*, *TP53*, and *PTEN*, that may have implications in both adult and pediatric cancers as high priority targets. The *PTEN* and *CDH1* VCEPs were initiated first and approved in late 2018 ([@MCS004739RITC10]; [@MCS004739RITC13]) and are actively submitting curated variants to ClinVar, with *TP53* nearly complete. Subsequently, additional VCEPs were initiated by the Hereditary Cancer CDWG with now seven VCEPs, focusing on Myeloid Malignancies (in a collaboration with the American Society of Hematology, *RUNX1*), *VHL*, *DICER1*, and Hereditary Breast/Ovarian and Pancreatic Cancers (in collaboration with ENIGMA), as well as *PTEN*, *CDH1*, and *TP53*. In addition, a Polyposis VCEP through a joint effort with the International Society for Gastrointestinal Hereditary Tumors (InSiGHT) is being developed.

![The Clinical Genome Resource cancer efforts. Approved ClinGen Variant Curation Expert Panels (VCEPs) are outlined in bold. Gene curation is outlined in red. As described in the text, many of the VCEPs operate in collaboration with external organizations (not shown here).](MCS004739Rit_F1){#MCS004739RITF1}

Results of these ClinGen VCEPs are highly relevant to variant interpretations in pediatric cancers, as the variants in the genes under study can manifest in childhood cancer susceptibility conditions such as Li--Fraumeni (*TP53*), myeloid leukemias (*RUNX1*), and *PTEN* hamartoma tumor syndromes and pulmonary pleuroblastoma (*DICER1*). Through clarification and specification of the ACMG/AMP Variant Interpretation Guidelines, curation of variants in the ClinGen Variant Curation Interface (VCI), and expert review, the VCEPs can provide interpreted variant sets to ClinVar and the ClinGen evidence repository (eRepo; erepo.clinicalgenome.org), encourage data sharing from diagnostic laboratories, create consensus interpretations, and develop a compendium of gene-specified ACMG/AMP evidence codes that can ultimately ensure more accurate interpretations for clinical use. A brief overview of recent relevant findings from *PTEN* and *CDH1* VCEPs will serve to highlight their implications for variant interpretation, and the contribution VCEP interpretations can make to resources such as ClinVar ([@MCS004739RITC10]; [@MCS004739RITC13]).

An example of the novel development and detailed contribution VCEPs can make to variant interpretation is found in the *PTEN* VCEP creation of a pediatric *PTEN* phenotype specificity scoring system (see Table 2 in [@MCS004739RITC13]) for use with the PS4/PP4 evidence codes which handle disease-specific phenotypic data. This is modeled after the Cleveland Clinic (CC) score for adult *PTEN* cases and built from pooled, de-identified pediatric *PTEN* cohorts shared between U.S. and U.K. laboratories ([@MCS004739RITC22]). The careful delineation of *PTEN* pediatric-specific phenotypic data to build this scoring tool will create greater consistency in pediatric *PTEN* variant interpretations. Perhaps more than other evidence codes, the phenotypic codes underscore the importance of case study publications such as in *Molecular Case Studies* and the sharing of laboratory cohort data in the Expert Panel process.

The *PTEN* and *CHD1* VCEPs have each substantially modified the ACMG BA1/BS1 benign evidence codes from the published default for BA1 stand-alone benign code (≥5%) to frequency cutoffs that reflect the disease incidence. Having disease-specific cutoffs for rare variants in control databases such as ExAC and gnomAD will create more consistency in variant interpretation for benign and likely benign categories. For example, the *CDH1* VCEP used an estimation of hereditary diffuse gastric cancer incidence and accounted for an estimated penetrance of ∼30% for *CDH1* variants, as well as considered the incidence of lobular breast cancer in affected families. These elements factored into the calculation of BA1 allele frequency of ≥0.002 (0.2%) and BS1 of ≥0.001 (0.1%). In addition, the calculations, reasoning, and methods VCEPs use to establish BA1/BS1 provide examples for other laboratories interpreting variants to carefully consider appropriate BA1/BS1 rather than use the default of 5%; this increases the number of variants that can be classified Benign through the use of these gene-specified codes.

Although many of the published ClinGen VCEPs have identified functional data sets (PS3 evidence code) for variant interpretation, *CDH1* VCEP opted to advise against using functional data to support interpretations of *CDH1* missense variants. This surprising finding came after a thorough literature search did not reveal published in vitro or in vivo E-cadherin functional studies that could be confidently used to predict missense variant pathogenicity. Likewise, for computational predictions (PP3 evidence code), the *CDH1* VCEP tested many in silico algorithms (REVEL, VEST3, MetaSVM, CADD, SIFT, PolyPhen-2, and Provean) and found none to reliably interpret missense *CDH1* variants. Both the computational and functional outcomes will have a substantial impact on increasing consistency in *CDH1* variant interpretations.

A primary contribution for any VCEP is the interpretive resolution of "problematic" variants---variants that have multiple, conflicting, or variant of uncertain significance (VUS) submissions in ClinVar and need an expert review to adjudicate. An example is NM\_ 000314.7(*PTEN*):c.235G\>A (p.Ala79Thr). In ClinVar the variant had conflicting interpretations, with 10 VUSs, one Pathogenic, and three Likely Benign. The *PTEN* VCEP interpretation after applying the *PTEN* specifications is Likely Benign. This expert panel Likely Benign interpretation can help families that may carry this variant avoid considerable stress and uncertainty. When comparing the interpretations of the *PTEN* VCEP to that of all *PTEN* variants in ClinVar, there are about one-half the proportion of VUSs (31/111 ∼ 28% *PTEN* VCEP vs. 719/1585 ∼ 45% all *PTEN* variants). Notably, this comparison is slightly biased because of the inclusion of known benign/pathogenic variants to develop and test evidence code criteria; however, this is reinforced by the VUS resolution achieved by the *CDH1* VCEP, wherein they applied the *CDH1-*specified evidence codes to 20 VUSs (12 submitted by VCEP members and eight selected from ClinVar) and reduced VUS classifications from 20 to 11 (∼45%). We expect a major, lasting impact and effort of VCEPs will be to resolve VUS classification, particularly those reported by multiple different laboratories as VUS (by allowing the VCEP to combine this existing data) and those with conflicting interpretations of pathogenicity in ClinVar.

Indeed, VCEP interpretations are already increasing consistency and displaying influence over other submissions in ClinVar as submitters incorporate the VCEP interpretation into their own variant evaluation. An example is *PTEN* c.209+4_209+7delAGTA (IVS3+4_IVS3+7delAGTA); this variant had two Pathogenic and one VUS when first evaluated by the *PTEN* VCEP as Pathogenic (10--29--17). It currently has three Pathogenic and one Likely Pathogenic; the VUS interpretation was modified or removed. Similarly, shortly after the *CDH1* publication, a ClinVar submission referenced the published *CDH1* VCEP interpretation for NM_004360.5(*CDH1*):c.2494G\>A (p.Val832Met) as benign. This *CDH1* variant has a long history of conflicting interpretations. The quick reference in a new submission speaks to the strong influence ClinGen VCEP interpretations will have and ultimately their impact on the clinical utility of sequenced variants.

In addition to variant curation, the Hereditary Cancer Clinical Domain engages in gene curation, using the ClinGen gene curation process to describe the strength of genetic and functional evidence that variation in a gene is associated with a Mendelian phenotype (with some modifications for cancer curation) ([@MCS004739RITC21]). Gene curation will likely have the greatest impact on the composition of hereditary cancer gene testing panels. For example, the Colorectal Cancer/Polyposis Gene Curation Working Group identified *BLM* as a Definitive Colorectal Cancer/Polyposis gene, however, at the time of publication (November 2018) it was only offered on three hereditary Colorectal/Polyposis testing panels ([@MCS004739RITC20]). In the Breast/Ovarian Gene Curation Working Group, nine of 31 genes (∼29%) found on breast/ovarian hereditary cancer panels and evaluated for Breast Cancer susceptibility received Refuted or Disputed curation classifications: *MLH1, PMS2, MSH6, MSH2, RINT1, RAD51C, MRE11A, BRIP1,* and *GEN1* ([@MCS004739RITC9]). Gene curations performed in this standardized and transparent process can help to clarify and strengthen the content of gene panels. In addition, the Hereditary Cancer Gene Curation Working Group is systematically curating all of the cancer predisposition genes described in [@MCS004739RITC016] in the ClinGen Gene Curation Interface with the results published to [www.clinicalgenome.org](www.clinicalgenome.org).

SOMATIC CANCER IN THE CLINICAL GENOME RESOURCE {#s3}
==============================================

Pediatric cancers often develop from a combination of both hereditary and acquired (tumor) variants, as proposed by Knudson\'s two-hit hypothesis ([@MCS004739RITC7]). However, with expanded cohorts of pediatric cancer sequencing, additional unexpected overlap between germline and somatic variation (as well as pediatric and adult cancers) has been seen; for example, *EGFR* germline mutations seen in pediatric leukemia were also known activating somatic "hotspot" mutations (at codons T790 and H773) in adult cancers ([@MCS004739RITC25]; [@MCS004739RITC15]). Recently, the association of *BRCA2* variants typically associated with germline variation in adult cancers have also been reported in pediatric lymphoma ([@MCS004739RITC24]). In response, ClinGen developed the Somatic Cancer Working Group (WG), which focuses on somatic variant curation and standardization, as well as the Germline/Somatic Variant Subcommittee, which develops recommendations and points to consider at the interface of somatic and germline cancers ([@MCS004739RITC23]).

As a first step, the Somatic Cancer WG developed a cancer variant curation structure termed Minimum Variant Level Data (MVLD) to describe a structured way to convey variants found in cancer analyses ([@MCS004739RITC18]). Subsequently, the somatic variant interpretation guidelines were published by the Association for Molecular Pathology (AMP), and MLVD was adjusted to match this framework, incorporating the AMP guidelines into the "Level of Evidence" field ([@MCS004739RITC11]; [@MCS004739RITC4]).

Following this, ClinGen has formed task teams for curation efforts in Pancreatic, *TP53*, Pediatric Cancers, and Lung Cancers. The somatic curation efforts intend to develop an expert panel process modeled after the germline ClinGen VCEPs. These Cancer Curation Expert Panels (CCEPs) will further clarify and specify the somatic variant interpretation guidelines by providing expert interpretations and focused curation to areas of need. *NTRK* fusions in pediatric cancers have been chosen as a first clinically relevant example for developing the CCEP model with others to follow. The *NTRK* work emphasizes the need to develop standardization of fusion terminology particularly for fusions that impact treatment. The group will be developing a workflow for identifying *NTRK* fusion literature and cases, extracting relevant information to an MVLD fusion format, and assigning biocurators to add Evidence Items within the Clinical Interpretations of Variants in Cancer (CIViC, see below) database. The group will involve expert review to create "Assertions" within CIViC based on the AMP Somatic Interpretation guidelines.

The modeling of cancer variant data to harmonize and allow searchability across multiple data sets has been a focus for many efforts, including the GA4GH Variant Interpretation in Cancer Consortium (VICC) subgroup as well as large knowledgebases for cancer variants including Jackson Laboratories Clinical Knowledgebase, OncoKB, and CIViC. In an attempt to harness and standardize literature on cancer case studies, journals such as *Molecular Case Studies*, *Cancer Genetics* (now using the MVLD somatic format), and others are prioritizing rapid case publications with streamlined processes to ensure variants are deposited in public databases such as ClinVar and CIViC. CIViC ([www.civicdb.org](www.civicdb.org)) is a public cancer variant database that allows researchers and clinicians to curate variants in a distributed, asynchronous manner ([@MCS004739RITC5]). In parallel to germline curation in the ClinGen interface, variant curation from the Somatic Working Group CCEPs will be performed in CIViC, and in turn, CIViC will make submissions to ClinVar.

The ClinGen Germline/Somatic Variant Subcommittee (GSVS) efforts are highly relevant to pediatric cancers, as many have underlying germline susceptibility but may also harbor somatic or sporadic tumor variants in the same genes. This group has recently published a suggested methodology to incorporate existing somatic data from cancer sequencing studies into the interpretation of germline variants ([@MCS004739RITC23]). The interest to incorporate somatic data was driven by pediatric cases in which germline variants in hereditary cancer patients lack supporting germline hotspot data but are found at some level of prevalence in somatic tumor databases such as cancerhotspots.org ([@MCS004739RITC2], [@MCS004739RITC3]). The GSVS provided specific recommendations to use somatic data in the ACMG PM1 "hotspot" evidence code ([@MCS004739RITC23]). The *TP53* VCEP, as well as the *VHL* VCEP is adopting this PM1 recommendation. VCEPs can evaluate somatic cancer data for their gene to assess the impact of incorporating somatic data to support PM1, following the guidelines and resources outlined. In addition, the GSVS has provided examples of other evidence codes in which somatic data may be considered, such as tumor profiling as a phenotypic feature. The GSVS continues to work on the interplay of classification for hereditary and somatic variants.

The model of expert panels providing variant interpretations and gene-specific guidance on variant interpretation is likely to become an integral part of the future of variant interpretation, with a significant impact for clinical cancer genetics and ultimately for medical decision-making in pediatric cancer cases. It will be important to identify trends in decision-making and specifications and to create formats to share and integrate the products of ClinGen Expert Panels, especially into tools that automate variant interpretations to decrease the time and resource burden on diagnostic laboratories. Although expert curation contains manual review and can become time-consuming work, ongoing efforts to crowdsource some elements of curation such as literature search, knowledge gained from the structured molecular and detailed phenotypic data contained in *Molecular Case Studies*, and the ongoing collaboration of large testing laboratories with ClinGen processes will continue to increase the pace of curation outputs. In addition, research on machine-learning approaches such as Natural Language Processing to use curated evidence from VCEPs to train curation models and deep-learning methods to predict outcomes will be fundamental to increasing the throughput of the clinical variant interpretation process ([@MCS004739RITC12]). The scaled organization of expert insight into variant interpretation will ultimately achieve a more robustly curated genome with enhanced clinical utility.
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